By Michel Piola et Pierre-Alain Steiner 1982

Grand Capucin : «Le Voyage Selon Gulliver»
Michel Piola and Pierre-Alain Steiner, the two makers of this route, said at the time that they had been struck by the beauty of this splendid rock. The «Voyage
Selon Gulliver»... The journey of a man washed up on an island inhabited by tiny beings... One thing is certain, «Voyage» there is; with its share of surprises,
discoveries, emotions, BUT never indifference.
«Le Voyage» splays its cards on the edge, between the East and the South faces. Never twice the same card... with its airy slabs, its traverses over the void,
its multiple and varied cracks. Apart form the fixed anchor points, it keeps its savor of the first opening. Very sparsely bolted, airy, inspired, sustained... Yes,
«Voyage» there is, without a doubt. The journey of little people in the land of giants.
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A first pitch is often necessary to get to the start of «Elixir». Start straight in the middle of the face and after a short
section you should reach a platform on the left: R0 of «Echo des Alpages». Go on by way of the ledge leading
upwards left and get to R0 of «Elixir», just vertical of a noticeable roof.
From R0, first take left, then climb the crack that leads up to the right roof. The traverse to the right under the roof is
quite powerful, but the mantle is easy. R1 on the left.
Now follow the thin diagonal crack which stripes the slab going upwards left. At first it is easy, but it becomes more
tricky and exposed just below R2.
To the left, take a sometimes wet crack which bypasses the exit roof by the left. In this way, get to the lower platforms.
R3 is in a step, between the two platforms.
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From R3 of «Elixir», a short pitch leads to the upper platforms, upwards left. Do not go to the right, towards «Echo
des Alpages». The start of «Voyage» is on the platform. R0, 2 bolts.
Vertical of R0, get to a little roof by climbing a short crack. Traverse horizontally right (piton), then climb in the direction
of the obvious crack, upwards left which ends at R1.
More psychologically demanding than difficult, but obligatory... From R1, traverse a few meters left then straight
above, slab (6b). Then overcome a short S-shaped crack and continue upwards right through the notorious obligatory
slab (6c). R2 is just above, to the right.
From R2, overcome the 1st crack to the right, then traverse diagonally under a large bulge. The pitch is short, but
intense. R3 to the left.
From R3, follow the ramp ascending left (6b). After ten or so meters, swing left (or a 7a move at bolt-level). Keep
balancing in the tricky crack, just on the edge of the pillar (7a+). The protections are difficult to place. An intermediate
anchor can be made at the end of the difficult section, or just keep going, in one pitch, through an easy crack (5c) until
you reach R4.
Keep on straight above R4 (6a), head right in a wall, then follow the arc-shaped crack to the right (do not go left
above the pile of slings). Climb straight up through a set of sometimes hard to protect cracked corners. R5 is just
right of obvious roofs
From R5, get to the first crack above the roof, to the left. Go from one crack to the next progressing upwards left. At
the height of a small roof that you bypass on the left, directly climb the very steep wall above, 2 bolts, sustained. R6 is
to the right, right in the slab, very airy.
From R6, traverse horizontally towards the left, via a small swing (or free, 7b), to get to the crack system. After fifteenor-so meters, force your way over a small athletic roof and continue in the crack above. The whole pitch is quite
powerful (7a). Final swing to reach R7 to the right, sturdy!
Climb upwards right, first in the cracks, then mantle under R8, just right of the large roof of «Panoramix».
Follow the chimney above, the pitch is short.
Easy pitch.
A last pitch to reach the summit of Grand Capucin. The rappels of «Echo des Alpages» are just at the summit, close to
a small notch.
Topo : blanc.eric@gmail.com 2017/ Translation by Aanoud Petermann
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Grand Capucin : «Le Voyage selon Gulliver»
Approch : 1h from the Torino hut, 2h from Aiguille du Midi
Two solutions to reach the proper start:
- Ascend the «couloir de Aiguillettes» for 100 meters. To the right, get to an anchor shared with the approach of the «Voie des Suisses»
route. Go up a few meters vertical of the anchor and follow a sometimes snowy ledge towards the right, that leads to the edge of the East
face. Anchor. Pitons. Go over onto the East face by taking a right and, by going upwards right, get to the ledges that are the start of many
of the East-face routes. By way of an easy pitch, get to the upper ledges, vertical, a little to the left. It is the start of «Voyage selon Gulliver».
R0 2 bolts.
-And why not directly overcome the base of Grand Capucin, as described here, and add to the outing the first three pitches of «Elixir D’Astaroth»?

- Glacier gear
- 50 meter ropes, 60 meter ropes advised
- 8-10 quickdraws
- 2 sets of C4 cams without n°4
- 1 set of C3 from 0
- 1 set of nuts

- All the anchors are new, 2 bolts and an anchor
- Apart from the anchors, about ten bolts are set up.
- The SE face is very steep, the sun hits it early.
- 300m of rock climbing going up through «Couloir des Aiguillettes», 400m through «Elixir»/ obligatory 6c
- The rappels down «Voyage» are possible, but the traverses
and swings make it hazardous.

Descent
Abseiling down «L’Echo des Alpages» (50 meter ropes, 60 meter ropes advised). From the summit, the line is essentially vertical. Many anchors are fitted all over the place. Be careful not to find yourself at the end of the rope in a big overhang.
According to recent news, the «Echo» rappel anchors are brand new.
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